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Aortic cross-clamping is a common strategy during vascular surgery, how-
ever, its instantaneous impact on hemodynamics is unknown. We, there-
fore, developed two numerical models to estimate the immediate impact
of aortic clamping on the vascular properties. To assess the validity of
the models, we recorded continuous invasive pressure signals during ab-
dominal aneurysm repair surgery, immediately before and after clamp-
ing. The firstmodel is a zero-dimensional (0D) three-elementWindkessel
model which we coupled to a gradient-based parameter estimation algo-
rithm to identify patient-specific parameters such as vascular resistance
and compliance. We found a 10% increase in the total resistance and a
20% decrease in the total compliance after clamping. The second model
is a 9-artery network corresponding to an average human body in which
we solved the one-dimensional (1D) blood flow equations. With a similar
parameter estimation method and using the results from the 0D model,
we identified the resistance boundary conditions of the 1D network. De-
termining the patient-specific total resistance and the distribution of pe-
ripheral resistances through the parameter estimation process was suffi-
cient for the 1Dmodel to accurately reproduce the impact of clamping on
the pressure waveform. Bothmodels gave an accurate description of the
pressure wave and had a high correlation (R 2 > 0.95) with experimental
blood pressure data.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Aortic aneurysm (AA), abnormal dilations of the aorta, are responsible for over 150,000 deaths each year [1]. As the
aneurysm grows, vascular surgery becomes necessary to relieve wall tension and prevent AA rupture [2]. Open surgery
is currently the gold standard for elective AA repair with suitable anatomy and requires aortic cross-clamping [2].
Clamping consists of an external compression of the artery to prevent blood from flowing downstream, thus providing a
more stable operative field. This procedure produces perturbations in cardiovascular hemodynamics ([3], [4]) but the
exact mechanisms involved are not completely clear.

There is clinical evidence that the duration of cross-clamping is associatedwith postoperative clinical outcomes,
includingmortality ([5], [6]). Indeed, many experimental studies in animals [7] and humans [8] have reported the hemo-
dynamic changes caused by aortic clamping on gastrointestinal function [9], on cardiac output ([10], [11], [12]) and
renal perfusion [13]. Nevertheless, only changes produced 5 to 60minutes after aortic clamping have been described,
whereas immediate changes remain unknown. Therefore, there is a gap in current knowledge as to which are the imme-
diate changes after aortic clamping, andwhat is the effect of clamping on the hemodynamics and vascular properties.
Though somemechanical modeling studies have investigated the local stress distribution [14] to that causes arterial
tissue damage produced by traumatic surgical instruments [15], to our knowledge, aortic cross-clamping has not been
investigated usingmacroscopic blood flowmodels. Numerical models of the arterial network can provide information
on important vascular features including compliance and resistance, given easily-obtained routine hemodynamic infor-
mation such as continuous arterial pressure signals. In this study, we propose to investigate the immediate impact of
aortic clamping on the vascular properties using twomacroscopic numerical models.

The numerical models for blood flow in arteries are based on fluid-structure interaction (FSI) methods where
fluid dynamics and flexible wall movement equations are coupled. In these models, blood flow is governed by the
three-dimensional (3D) Navier-Stokes equations, and thewall deformation by visco-elastic solid equations. This 3D
approach is usually restricted to small regions of the systemic circulatory system ([16], [17]) and only in a few cases
is applied to the entire circulation [18]. However, the computational andmodeling costs are high, making the 3D FSI
simulation inadequate for real-timemedical application. In contrast, reduced order models, such as zero-dimensional
(0D) and one-dimensional (1D) models, are cost-effective alternatives to 3D FSI models.

Zero-dimensional models, also called lumped parameter models, are the simplest approach to describe blood flow.
They are derived by averaging blood flow equations over all spatial dimensions and can be interpreted as an electrical
analogy where voltage is assimilated to pressure and current to flow rate. The universal model is theWindkessel model
[19], introduced by Frank [20] and used to describe the compliant charge and discharge of the aorta. TheWindkessel
model has been extensively applied ([21], [22]) to describe the flow of blood in the heart ([23], [24], [25], [26]) and other
organs [27], to create models of the cerebral arterial network [28], of the entire arterial network ([29], [30]) and to
characterize themicrocirculation at the outlet of 3D FSI models ([31], [32]) and 1D networkmodels ([33], [34], [35]).
Themajor drawback of 0Dmodels is that they are unable to take into account wave propagation and nonlinear flow
effects.

To overcome the 0D limitations, one-dimensional models were introduced as the next level of modeling. The 1D
equations are obtained by averaging the long wavelength Navier-Stokes equations over the cross-section of the artery.
Conversely to 0Dmodels, 1Dmodels account for pulse wave propagation and reflection in the arterial network which
are important phenomena for understanding cardiovascular hemodynamics [36]. This model was introduced by Euler
in 1775 [37] and is widely used to model blood flow in large arteries ([23], [38], [39], [40], [26]) in both healthy and
pathological settings in humans ([33], [41]) and animals [42].

Changes in vascular properties have been linked to the pathogenesis of arterial hypertension [43] and atherosclero-
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sis [2], and therefore are thought to have amajor role in theworldwide burden of cardiovascular diseases. However,
clinicians usually have access to only minimal, if any, information on the vascular properties of their patients. Our study
presents experimental data of continuous invasive arterial pressure recorded during AA repair surgery, before and after
clamping the abdominal aorta. In order to enhance the data acquired from routinemonitoring studies, we introduced a
parameter estimation strategy, based on the experimental measurements, to identify valuable information on vascular
mechanics that is otherwise difficult to obtain. Parameter estimation can also allow following the evolution of a disease
in aminimally invasive way. A common parameter estimation technique is the Kalman filter ([44], [45]) developed to
estimate the elastic properties of arterial vessels and the values of terminal boundary condition coefficients [46]. Others
are retropropagation [47], adjoint-basedmethods [48] or quasi-Newtonmethods [49], for instance.

In this study, we compare two numerical models (0D and 1D) and experimental blood pressuremeasurements in
order to investigate the immediate impact of aortic cross-clamping. We will show that both the 0D and 1Dmodels
provide helpful information for medical diagnosis, at systemic and arterial scale respectively.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2we present the experimental data acquisitionmethod, we describe
both the 0DWindkesselmodel and 1Dmodel and introduce the optimizationmethod to identify the optimal parameters.
Section 3 shows the results obtainedwith the numerical models. We discuss these results in Section 4 and finally, in
Section 5, we summarize our work and give perspectives for improvement.

2 | METHODS

We introduce first the data acquisitionmethod (Sec. 2.1). We then present the two numerical models (Sec. 2.2 and 2.3).
Finally (Sec. 2.4), we explain the parameter estimationmethod.

2.1 | Experimental data acquisition

As stated above, we recorded arterial pressure signals of a patient undergoing an abdominal aneurysm (AA) repair
intervention that required aortic cross-clamping at theHôpital Universitaire Pitié-Salpétrière in Paris, France. We obtained
the continuous and invasive pressure data with a fluid-filled catheter from the right radial artery of the patient during
the surgery. The use of invasive arterial pressure measurements during this type of surgery is part of the surgical
protocol and, therefore, routine clinical practice. The recording of these pressure data does not modify the signal used
for clinical monitoring nor presents additional risks for the patient during the surgery.

To carry out themeasurements, we used a disposable pressure transducer (TruWave, Edwards Lifescience R©). We
recorded the pressure signals with an analog-digital converter with internal hardware filters (low pass frequency set at
20 kHz, high pass frequency set at 0.05Hz,MP150, BIOPAC Systems Inc.). We used the AcqKnowledge software to
interpolate arterial pressure data at a frequency of 1000Hz.

We performed themeasurements on an 84-year-old male patient with hypertension and no left ventricle dysfunc-
tion (i.e. left ventricle ejection fraction < 45%). We recorded the pressure data in two different configurations: the
pre-clamp configuration as prior to aortic clamping (Fig. 1(a)) and the post-clamp configuration during which the clamp
was in place (Fig. 1(b)). For each configuration, we chose a stable set of beats manually through a 20 to 40-second
interval immediately before and after each clamp event. We averaged the signal by calculating the period of each beat,
taking themedian period and normalizing every beat to this median period so that 50% of the beats were shortened and
50%were lengthened by the normalization. In this study, we compared the invasive experimental measurements with
the numerical models on this single mean beat averaged from the 20 to 40-second sequence for each configuration.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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(a) (b)

F IGURE 1 Schematic representation of the clamping procedure and data collection performed on a patient
undergoing AA repair surgery. The fluid-filled catheter is positioned in the right radial artery, linked to a pressure
transducer andmonitor that records the blood pressure signal. We represent (a) the situation before clamping
(pre-clamp) and (b) the abdominal clamping (post-clamp), both during AA repair surgery.

2.2 | Windkessel model

0D equation

TheWindkessel models are widely used in medical studies because, despite their simplicity and low computational
cost, they provide valuable informationon the vascular system. Theywerederivedby averaging thebloodflowequations
over all spatial dimensions. The arterial network can then be interpreted as an electrical circuit constituted of resistors
and capacitors. Resistors represent frictional forces due to viscosity while capacitors model the compliant effects of
arteries. Windkessel models can therefore provide information on vascular resistances and compliances that are helpful
for themedical diagnosis.

We propose a three-elementWindkessel model composed by one capacitor C and two resistors Rp and Rd cor-
responding to the proximal and distal resistances respectively (see Fig. 2(b)). The analytical representation of the
Windkessel model in Fig. 2(b) is given by the following equation that links the pressure p(t ) to the flow rateQ (t ) ejected
by the heart:

(
1 + RdC

d·
dt

)
p(t ) =

(
(Rp + Rd ) + RpRdC

d·
dt

)
Q (t ). (1)

Boundary conditions

Tominimise the number of model parameters, we chose to describe the flow rateQ (t ) ejected by the heart with a
simple half sine signal. This heartmodel has proven reliable in previousworks ([28], [40]), even thoughmore complicated
heart models can be found in the literature ([23], [24], [26]). The input flow rate follows
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(a)

(b)

F IGURE 2 Windkessel 0Dmodel. (a) Inlet boundary condition of the 0D and 1Dmodels: flow rateQ (t )modeling
the heart. The amplitude isQ0 = 375 cm3/s, the ejection time isTej = 31.8%of the heart periodT = 1.15 s. (b) Electrical
representation of the three-elementWindkessel model describing the entire systemic circulation. The pressure p(t ) is
linked to the flow rateQ (t ), that models the heart through Eq. (1) where Rp is the proximal resistance, Rd is the distal
resistance andC is the compliance.

Q (t ) =


Q0 sin

(
πt

TejT

)
if 0 < t < TejT ,

0 if TejT ≤ t < T ,
(2)

characterized by three parameters: the amplitudeQ0 and the systolic ejection timeTej , during which blood is injected
in the system, and the heart periodT . The first two parametersQ0 andTej are unknownwhereas the heart period is
prescribed by the experimental data.
Numerical resolution scheme

To solve the equation (1) numerically, we used an explicit Euler time-integration scheme

pn + RdC
pn+1 − pn

∆t
= (Rp + Rd )Q

n + RpRdC
Q n+1 − Q n

∆t
, (3)

where pn+1 is the unknown pressure at time t n+1 andQ n ,Q n+1 the known flow rates at times t n and t n+1 respectively,
imposed through the inlet boundary condition (2). The time step∆t = t n+1 − t n is of order 10−4 s and∆t � RdC ' 1 s,
the characteristic time of diastolic exponential decrease.

2.3 | One-dimensional model

1D equations
The 1Dmodels have been used to describe blood flow in large arteries since, unlike 0Dmodels, they canmodel the

spatial propagation of pulse waves, one of themost important phenomenawhen studying large artery hemodynamics
([38], [39], [50]). The 1D equations are obtained from the 3DNavier-Stokes equations assuming a fewweak hypotheses.
The details of the derivation can be found in [47], [50]. We assume that blood is homogeneous and behaves like a

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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Newtonian fluid, and we consider arteries as straight axisymmetric tubes with viscoelastic walls. Finally, we average the
longwavelength incompressible Navier-Stokes equations over the cross-section of the tube and obtain the following
continuity andmomentum equations:


∂A

∂t
+
∂Q

∂x
= 0,

∂Q

∂t
+
∂

∂x

(
Q 2

A
+
K

3ρ
A
3
2

)
= −Cf

Q

A
+ Cν

∂2Q

∂x2
,

(4)

whereQ is theflowrate,A the cross sectional area andp the internal averagepressure. TheparameterK = E
√
πh/

(
A0(1 − ν

2)

)
characterizes the elastic behavior of the arterial wall and depends on the Young’s modulus E , the wall thickness h, the
Poisson coefficientν and the referencearterial cross-sectionA0 . Theblooddensity ρ is equal to1g/cm3 . The friction coef-
ficientCf is set to 22πν [51] with ν = 5 10−2 cm2/s the kinematic viscosity of blood. Finally,Cν = φ√πh/

(
2ρ

√
A0(1 − ν

2)

)
describes the visco-elastic behavior of thewall using aKelvin-Voigtmodel, linearized around the reference cross-section
A0 ([35], [42]) and depends onφ the wall visco-elastic coefficient.
Boundary conditions

Tomodel the systemic circulation in the pre-clamp configuration, we constructed aminimal network composed
of nine main arteries [52] (see Fig. 3(a)) where we solved the 1D equations (4). At each bifurcation, we imposed the
conservation of mass and the continuity of energy [53] without taking into account pressure losses at the junctions [54].
The boundary conditions are the following: at the inlet of the network (artery number 1) we imposed the same periodic
flow input signalQ (t ) as the 0Dmodel (2) and we applied resistance boundary conditions ri at every terminal artery i to
take into account the peripheral circulation in the capillaries ([35], [55]). The resistance boundary conditions are not
prescribed but estimatedwith the estimation process described in Section 2.4. The post-clamp configuration consists
of removing all distal arteries starting from the end of the abdominal aorta (artery 7). In practice, we applied a total
reflection outlet boundary condition at the end of artery 7, corresponding to a complete occlusion of the vessel (see Fig.
3(b)).
Properties of the network

Table 1 presents the arterial geometric (length L, reference cross-section A, thickness h) and material (Young’s
modulus E ) properties used in the numerical computations. We adjusted these properties from the literature ([29],
[30]) to the chosen 9-artery networksmodel to correspond to an average human body [52]. The resistance boundary
conditions are estimated automatically and reported in the results section in Table 3.
Numerical resolution schemes

As the system (4) is non-linear, analytical solutions are not available yet. Numerical schemes have been proposed to
solve the system ([56], [57]) using finite differences [52], finite volumes [58], finite elements [16], and discontinuous
Galerkinmethods [59]. The system can be decomposed into a hyperbolic subproblem that accounts for the transport,
a parabolic subproblem describing the viscoelastic effect and a reaction subproblem for the friction source term. To
solve the hyperbolic subproblem, we chose a finite volume numerical scheme using a kinetic approach [60] with a
second-order monotonic upwind scheme for conservation law (MUSCL) reconstruction [61] and a second-order Adam-
Bashforth (AB2) time integration scheme. We used a Cranck-Nicholson scheme for the parabolic subproblem and the
same AB2 scheme for the reaction subproblem. We divided the time domain using a constant time step ∆t = 10−4 s
and introduced a spatial mesh to discretize each artery with a constant step ∆x = 0.4 cm, that are typical values for
computation with enough precision. We solved the system using a code developed in our laboratory written in C++.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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(a) (b)

F IGURE 3 Schematic representation of the 9-artery network. We represent (a) the configuration without the
clamp (pre-clamp), (b) the configuration with the clamp (post-clamp), where wemodel the occlusion of artery 7with a
total reflection boundary condition. The green circles represent the bifurcations, the light blue squares represent the
resistance boundary conditions, the black square is the point of clampingmodeled by a reflection coefficient of 1 and
the orange cross is the pressuremeasurement point where we compared experimental and simulated pressure waves.

N◦ Name L (cm) A (cm2) h (cm) E (107 g·cm−1 · s−2)
1 Aorta arch A 4.0 7.07 0.16 0.7
2 Right subclavian radial artery 72.5 0.50 0.06 0.4
3 Aorta arch B 2.0 5.31 0.12 0.4
4 Left carotid artery 38.5 0.50 0.06 0.6
5 Aorta arch C 3.9 4.52 0.1 0.4
6 Left subclavian radial artery 69.1 0.50 0.06 0.4
7 Aorta 34.5 2.01 0.1 0.4
8 Right femoral artery 96.9 0.79 0.07 1.2
9 Left femoral artery 96.9 0.79 0.07 1.2

TABLE 1 Geometric andmaterial properties of the 9-artery networkmodel ([33], [52], [55]) including the length of
each vessel L, expressed in cm, the reference cross-sectionA in cm2, the arterial wall thickness h in cm and the Young’s
modulus E in g·cm−1 · s−2, considered constant in each artery.

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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F IGURE 4 Optimization algorithm described in Sec. 2.4 to estimate the patient-specific parameters of the 0D and
1Dmodels. The parameters of the 0Dmodel are Ppr e for the pre-clamp configuration and Ppost for the post-clamp
configuration and are composed of the proximal resistance Rp , the distal resistance Rd , the complianceC and the
ejection timeTej . The flow rateQ pr e0 (respectivelyQ post0 ) corresponds to the amplitude of the input flow rateQ (t ) for
the pre-clamp configuration (respectively post-clamp). The stroke volumeVs is the integral of the flow rateQ (t ) over
one heart periodT . The resistances ri are the resistance boundary conditions of the 1D network (see Fig. 5).

2.4 | Parameter estimation

Typically, during the course of a clinical procedure, little is known about patient-specific vascular properties making
parameter estimation a powerful tool to identify these physiological quantities. Thus, we proposed an optimization
strategy designed to automatically estimate both 0D and 1Dmodel parameters using the experimental measurements.
Fig. 4 presents the 3-step algorithm of the process in which:
(i)we estimated the 0Dmodel parameters: the resistances (Rp and Rd ), the compliance (C ) and the ejection time (Tej ) ,
(ii)we estimated the resistance boundary conditions ri of the 1Dmodel to match the total resistance of the 1Dmodel to
the total resistance of the 0Dmodel found in step (i),
(iii)we estimated the amplitude of the input flow rate (Q0) for bothmodels using the 1Dmodel.

(i) Estimation of the 0Dmodel parameters
The objective of this first stepwas to estimate the 0Dmodel parameters Ppr e =

{
R
pr e
p , R

pr e
d
,C pr e ,T

pr e
ej

}
for the pre-

clamp and Ppost =
{
R
post
p , R

post
d
,C post ,T

post
ej

}
for the post-clamp configuration, solving an inverse problem based

on the experimental measurements. We defined a cost-function J that characterized the difference between the
experimental and simulated pressure waves, respectively Pexp (t ) and Pnum (P, t ). Weminimised this cost-function J
with respect to P, the set of parameters, for each configuration. We defined the cost-function as follows:

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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J pr e/post (P, t ) =

(∫ T

0

(
Pexp (t ) − Pnum (P, t )

)2 dt )1/2 , (5)

where P , the set of parameters {Rp , Rd ,C ,Tej }, was either Ppr e for the pre-clamp or Ppost for the post-clamp configu-
ration.

To calculate Pnum , we solved Eq. (1) and imposed an arbitrary value of Q0 such that the systolic volumeVs , i.e.
ventricular ejection volume over a heartbeat, was within the typical range of 70 to 90mL.We defined the systolic (or
stroke) volume as the integral of the input flow rateQ (t ) over one heart periodT . We imposed the same stroke volume
Vs in both configurations.

For each configuration we determined the optimal set of parameters P using the gradient-basedmethod L-BFGS-B
(from the initials of the original authors Broyden [62], Fletcher [63], Goldfarb [64], Shanno [65]) using the SciPy library
from Python [66]. The L-BFGS-B algorithm is a limited-memory Quasi-Newton method that solves large non-linear
optimization problems. It allows bound constraints, in order tomaintain each parameter within a physiological range
[67]. In particular, we required that all parameters have positive values and that the compliance remains in the interval
C ∈

[
10−7, 10−1

] g−1 ·cm4 ·s2.
The classical gradient method is Newton’s iterative method: Pk+1 = Pk − B−1k +J (Pk )where Bk is the matrix of

the second-order partial derivatives of J , called the Hessianmatrix and the limit of Pk , when the algorithm converges,
minimises the function J . The BFGSmethodwas designed to avoid constructing the Hessianmatrix B and uses instead
an approximation of the inverse of the second derivative of J by analyzing the gradient. This approximation allows using
quasi-Newton’s method to find theminimum in the parameter space. The algorithm is as follows.

We chose an initial guess of the set of parameters P0, initialized the Hessianmatrix B0 with the identity matrix and
repeated the following steps until convergence:

1. find pk solving Bk pk = −+J (Pk ) where pk is the direction of the descent and Pk the set of parameters to be
estimated at step k ,

2. find the optimal time step αk in the direction pk,
3. update the solution: Pk+1 = Pk + αk pk = xk + sk,
4. calculate yk = +J (Pk+1) − +J (Pk ),
5. update the value of the Hessianmatrix using the information from previous iteration:

Bk+1 = Bk +
ykykT
ykT sk

−
Bk skskT Bk
skT Bk sk

.

Convergence was reachedwhen (J (Pk ) − J (Pk+1))

max ( |J (Pk ) |, |J (Pk+1) |, 1) ≤ ε, with ε = 10
−9.

The BFGSmethod is deterministic, and to ensure that the optimal values are global we explored the stability of the
minimum by adding extra noise using the Basin Hopping algorithm [68]. It is a stochastic algorithm that looks for the
global minimum of the cost function by creating a random perturbation of the parameters P at each optimisation step.

This step provided the optimal values of the 0Dmodel parameters Ppr e and Ppost for both configurations, in the
physiological parameter space, as the global optima of the cost-function J .
(ii) Estimation of the resistance boundary conditions of the 1Dmodel
The objective of this second stepwas to estimate the resistance boundary conditions ri of the 1Dnetwork. We proposed
a new parameter estimation problem to identify the resistance boundary conditions ri such that the total resistance
of the 1Dmodel R̃ t ot ,1D matched that of the 0Dmodel R t ot ,0D = Rp + Rd found in step (i). Indeed, since the 0D total

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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(a) (b)

F IGURE 5 Analogy of the 9-artery network with resistors. (a) The pre-clamp network shown in Fig. 3(a) that has a
total resistance R̃ pr e

t ot ,1D , (b) the post-clamp network from Fig. 3(b) that has a total resistance R̃ postt ot ,1D . The labels ofresistors are identical to the labels of arteries from the 1D network (Fig. 3). The Poiseuille (or hydraulic) resistances R i ,
and the resistance boundary conditions ri are reported in Table 3.

resistance was estimated from real invasive data, it seems reasonable that it is the total resistance of the patient, which
explains whywematched the 1D resistance to the 0D resistance.

We can calculate analytically the total resistance of the 1Dmodel for both configurations assuming a 0D analogy
of the 1D network, as represented on Fig. 5. This total resistance R̃ t ot ,1D depends on the Poiseuille (or hydraulic)
resistances R i of each vessel [50]: R = 8πµLi /A2i , where Li is the length of the vessel i , andAi the cross-section of the
vessel i . The values of the Poiseuille resistances R i for each vessel of the 9-artery network are fixed by the geometry
(Table 1). The total resistance R̃ t ot ,1D also depends on the resistance boundary conditions ri of each terminal artery i .

We defined a new cost function J in which we included both the pre-clamp and post-clamp values of the total
resistance so that the optimal set of ri would preserve the ratio between the pre and post-clamp 0D total resistances.
As R i � ri , we only minimized J with respect to the resistance boundary conditions ri . The new cost function J is:

J (ri ) = (R̃
pr e
t ot ,1D (R i , ri ) − R

pr e
t ot ,0D )

2 + (R̃
post
t ot ,1D (R i , ri ) − R

post
t ot ,0D )

2, (6)

where R̃ pr e
t ot ,1D (Fig. 5 (a)) and R̃ postt ot ,1D (Fig. 5(b)) are the1D total resistances for the pre-clampandpost-clamp respectively,

R
pr e
t ot ,0D and R postt ot ,0D are the 0D total resistances for the pre-clamp and post-clamp respectively.
We used the same Basin-Hopping optimization process to obtain the boundary conditions ri of the 1D network.

(iii) Estimation of the amplitude of the input flow rate for both models
The last parameter we estimatedwas the amplitude of the input flow rateQ0. Indeed, it was not possible to estimate
this parameter in step (i). In Eq. (1), when neglecting the compliance, the pressure is linked to the flow rate through
p = R t otQ . As we only had pressure data, it was only possible to estimate either the resistance or the flow rate with the
0Dmodel. Indeed, the algorithmwould always find a balance between these two quantities that wouldminimise the
cost function but that would not necessarily respect physiological values of either of the parameters. The lack of data
on the flow rate is a limitation of the present study.

In step (i), we imposed an arbitrary value for the amplitude of the input flow rate Q0. In this step, we estimated
Q0 for both configurations using the 1Dmodel with the constraint of a constant stroke volume, within the range of 70
to 90 mL. We computed the 1Dmodel in the pre-clamp configuration with the input flow rate characterized by the
estimated value of the ejection timeTej and the same arbitraryQ pr e0 as the 0Dmodel. We used a simple gradient-based

This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.
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algorithm from the same SciPy library [66] to find the optimal value of the amplitude of the input flow rateQ pr e0 for this
configuration. Convergencewas reachedwhen the correlation between experimental and simulated pressure waves
was superior to 0.95. Then we computed the stroke volumeVs , calculated the Q post0 so that the stroke volume was
identical between both configurations, and finally computed the 1Dmodel for the post-clamp configuration. This last
step allowed us to estimateQ pr e0 andQ post0 for the twomodels.

Since Q0 changed from step (i) to step (iii), the process was iterated to recalculate the new 0D total resistance
with the optimal value ofQ0. We exited the loopwhen the 0D and 1Dmodels had the same total resistance, the same
amplitude of the input flow rate and the same stroke volume between the pre-clamp and post-clamp configurations.

3 | RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of the 0Dmodel (Sec. 3.1) and the 1Dmodel (Sec. 3.2).

3.1 | Zero-dimensional results

Using the0Dmodel and theexperimentalmeasurementsof bloodpressureweestimated thepatient-specificparameters
Ppr e and Ppost ({Rp , Rd ,C ,Tej }) for the pre-clamp and post-clamp configurations respectively. These results, reported
in Table 2, showed a 10% increase in total resistance R t ot = Rp + Rd and 20% decrease in complianceC after clamping.
Similar changes in the vascular resistance with clamping were found in [10]. Table 2 also showed the changes in heart
function, characterized by the three parametersQ0,Tej , andT . The estimated ejection timeTej , that is a percentage of
the heart periodT , did not change significantly. However, the heart periodT , which was prescribed by the experimental
data, increasedwith clamping. Since we assumed and thus imposed a constant systolic volume, we estimated that the
input flow rateQ0 decreased by 10%with clamping.

We present in Fig. 6 a comparison between the experimental and the simulated pressure signal, the latter computed
with the optimal sets of parameters Ppr e and Ppost . The simulated pressurewave resulted from solving the 0Dequation
(1) with the optimal set of parameters obtainedwith the step (i) of the parameter estimation process. The 0Dmodel
gave an accurate general description of the pressure curve in both configurations even though the systolic pressure
peakwas not well reproduced. The correlation coefficients between the simulated and the experimental waves were
R2 = 0.95 for the pre-clamp and R2 = 0.97 for the post-clamp configuration.

Even thoughwe found a high correlation between the simulated and the experimental pressure signal, wewanted
to ensure that the values foundwith the algorithmminimised the cost function in the physiological parameter space.
We therefore evaluated the sensitivity of the cost function J to the parameters of the 0Dmodel. We represented in Fig.
7 the cost function J pr e for the pre-clamp configuration as a function of the total resistance R t ot and the complianceC
for a fixed ejection timeTej = 31.8% and a fixed ratio between Rp and Rd set at 0.165. Figure 7 showed that the values
reported in Table 2 minimised the cost function J . The two black lines on Fig. 7 represent the isovalues of the cost
function J that correspond respectively to a +10% and +20% increase of J with respect to its minimum value. Within
the 10% of J , we found a variation of 18% in R t ot and a variation of 48% inC . This result showed that the cost function
J was a lot more convexwith respect to R t ot thanC , meaning that themodel wasmore sensitive to a change in total
resistance than in compliance.
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Model parameters Heart function
Rp Rd C Tej T Q0 Vs

Pre-clamp 205 1240 1.29e-3 31.8 1.15 375 87.2
Post-clamp 260 1313 1.04e-3 32.1 1.283 340 89

Changes between pre/post + 27% + 6% - 20% + 1% + 12% - 10% —
TABLE 2 Summary of parameter estimation results using theWindkessel model. Resistances Rp and Rd are
expressed in dyn·cm−5 ·s, the complianceC is in g−1 ·cm4 ·s2, the ejection timeTej is expressed as a percentage of the
heart period,T the heart period is in s, the amplitude of flow rateQ0 is in cm3/s and the stroke volumeVs is in cm3.

(a) (b)

F IGURE 6 Comparison between experimental and numerical pressure signals using the 0Dmodel for a patient
undergoing aortic clamping during vascular surgery. (a) Pre-clamp configuration, (b) post-clamp configuration. Colored
+ symbols are experimental pressure waves, black dashed lines (- - -) are simulated pressure waves solving Eq. (3). For
the pre-clamp situation, the correlation coefficient between the experimental and simulated curve was R2 = 0.95 and
for the post-clamp situation R2 = 0.97.
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F IGURE 7 Contour plot of the cost function J for Fig. 6(a) as a function of themodel parameters R t ot andC
expressed as percentage of the optimal values R optt ot andC opt respectively (values reported in Table 2), with a fixed ratiobetween Rd and Rp of 0.165 and a fixed ejection timeTej = 31.8% for the pre-clamp situation. The black dot represents
theminimum of J estimatedwith the optimization process described in Sec. 2.4. Black solid lines (—) represent the
isovalues of J at a +10 and +20% increase of theminimum of the cost function J .

3.2 | One-dimensional results

The algorithm presented in Sec. 2.4 allowed us to estimate the values of the resistance boundary conditions ri , reported
in Table 3. The values of ri corresponded to physiological values of the peripheral resistances andwere similar to those
reported in the literature [35]. As described in Sec. 2.4, the resistance boundary conditions ri of the 1D networks were
estimated such that the total resistancematched that of the 0Dmodel. For this reason, therewas the same10% increase
in total resistance as the 0D model between the pre-clamp and post-clamp configurations with the 1D model. We
observed that both the pre- and post-clamp configurations were fitted without any change in the resistance boundary
conditions whichmeans that there was no change in peripheral resistancewith clamping. As we imposed a constant
stroke volume, the post-clamp configuration was fitted with a 10% decrease of the amplitude of the input flow rate
compared to the pre-clamp configuration (see Table 2).

Similarly to the 0Dmodel, we compared the experimental and simulated pressure curves on Fig. 8. The simulated
pressure wave resulted from solving the 1D equations (4) in the 9-artery network with the optimal resistance boundary
conditions ri obtained with the step (ii) of the parameter estimation process, presented in Sec. 2.4. The correlation
coefficients between the simulated and the experimental pressurewaveswereR2 = 0.96 for thepre-clampandR2 = 0.97
for the post-clamp configuration.
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(a) (b)

F IGURE 8 Comparison between experimental and numerical pressure waves using the 1Dmodel for a patient
undergoing aortic clamping during vascular surgery. (a) Pre-clamp configuration, (b) post-clamp configuration. Colored
+ symbols are experimental pressure waves, black dashed lines (- - -) are simulated pressure waves solving Eq. (4). For
the pre-clamp situation, the correlation coefficient between the experimental and simulated curve was R2 = 0.96 and
for the post-clamp situation R2 = 0.97.

N◦ Name ri (103 dyn·cm−5 ·s)
1 Aorta arch A —
2 Right subclavian radial artery 4.6
3 Aorta arch B —
4 Left carotid artery 4.7
5 Aorta arch C —
6 Left subclavian radial artery 4.6
7 Aorta —
8 Right femoral artery 30.3
9 Left femoral artery 30.3

TABLE 3 Resistance boundary conditions ri , expressed in dyn·cm−5 ·s, of each segmentmodeling the peripheral
circulation in the capillaries, imposed at the termination of the 1D 9-artery networks. The values of ri were estimated
automatically using the results from the 0Dmodel with the 3-step process presented in Sec. 2.4.
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4 | DISCUSSION

We have shown that the 0D model gives an accurate description of the pressure waves in both the pre-clamp and
post-clamp configurations (Fig. 6) and offers information on relevant global vascular parameters. Even though lumped
analysis may initially be considered outdated, these results indicate that a simple and computationally efficient inverse
method is enough to provide access to patient-specific vascular properties. Nevertheless, an important limitation of the
0Dmodel is that it does not take into consideration wave propagation and reflection. These are currently considered
major phenomena in vascular physiology and pathophysiology, since arterial stiffness studied through Pulse Wave
Velocity (PWV) has shown to have a crucial role in the pathogenesis of arterial hypertension and atherosclerosis [43]. In
particular, the 0Dmodel has important limitations for describing the pressure wave during diastole, since it only fits the
diastolic regimewith an exponential function.

One of themain results of this paper is the 10% increase in total resistance and 20% decrease in total compliance
after aortic clamping. These results can be interpreted by considering that the 0Dmodel sees the arterial network as an
assembly of resistive and compliant vessels connected in parallel. Since the total resistance of a network is the inverse
of the sum of the inverse of each vessel resistance, when removing vessels from the circuit (i.e., when clamping), the
total resistance should increase. This increase in resistance is in accordance with previous experimental findings ([10],
[11], [13]) that have described hemodynamics changes 5 to 30minutes after clamping using invasivemethods such as
transesophageal echocardiography or pulmonary artery catheters. Similarly, as the total compliance is the sum of all
vessel compliances, the total compliance should decrease with clamping. Though these results may be qualitatively
anticipated following this reasoning, the quantification of these changes is only possible through parameter estimation
using theWindkessel model. In addition, the study of the hemodynamic impact of aortic clamping has usually focused
on systemic arterial pressure and vascular resistance, but vascular compliance has not been reported since clinical
attention has been drawn on this parameter only recently [43].

A sensitivity analysis of the 0Dmodel showed that themodel is muchmore sensitive to changes in total resistance
than in compliance. Thiswould suggest that the algorithmestimation of the total resistance of the patient has a high level
of precision, while there is more uncertainty surrounding the estimation of the compliance of the patient. Nonetheless,
given that most methods in the literature that estimate arterial compliance are based on two- or three-element
Windkessel models [69], it is reasonable to assume that this is currently the state of the art for a minimally-invasive
estimation of vascular compliance.

Similarly to the 0Dmodel, the 1Dmodel gives an accurate description of the pressure waves in both the pre-clamp
and post-clamp configurations (Fig. 8). However, as opposed to the 0Dmodel, the 1Dmodel accurately reproduced the
diastolic part of the experimental pressurewaves in both the pre-clamp and post-clamp configurations. In particular, the
1Dmodel captured the dicrotic notch [41], a small and brief increase in arterial pressure when the aortic valve closes, as
themodel accounts for the propagation and reflection of the pulse waves. The 1Dmodel, as an assembly of tubes in
whichwe solved the fluid equations with only a fewweak hypotheses, allowed recovering the physical properties of
the arterial pressure wave that were not consideredwith the 0Dmodel. We can thus consider that the 1Dmodel is an
improvement of the 0Dmodel and allows its validation by giving similar results.

The fitting of the pressure waves with the 1Dmodel was achieved for both configurations without changing the
resistance boundary conditions. It suggests that numerical clamping, i.e. imposing a total reflection at the end of
the abdominal aorta, by itself can reproduce and even predict the impact of surgical clamping on the pressure wave
morphology. This result was observed under the assumption that the peripheral resistances would not be affected by
clamping because of the short acquisition time. We believe the hypothesis of constant peripheral resistances after
clampingwould no longer be valid in the long-term due to neurohormonal reactions that occur during longer time scales.
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In conclusion, determining the patient-specific total resistance alongwith the distribution of peripheral resistances with
the parameter estimation process is sufficient for the 1Dmodel to accurately reproduce the impact of clamping on the
pressure waveform.

One drawback of this study is that we used a very reduced arterial network, composed of only nine arteries for
the 1Dmodeling. Though limited in size, we believe that the network contains theminimal number of arteries needed
to describe an average human body. Larger networks (like in [44]) increase the costs, the complexity of the problem
and requiremore sophisticatedmethods to estimate the resistance boundary conditions, as there aremore terminal
vessels. In our case, the values from the 0Dmodel were a good starting point for the 9-arterymodel. Future work will
focus on developing an efficient identification technique for a large number of parameters of the 1Dmodel which would
constitute amajor improvement of this line of research.

The main drawback of the method is that we do not have access to experimental information on continuous
heart flow rate. This variable can be calculated in critically ill patients with an invasive central vein catheter using the
thermodilutionmethod or during cardiovascular surgeries in high-risk patients with transesophageal echocardiography
using continuous-wave Doppler assessment. In this study, neither method was available. Hence, the peak systolic
pressure cannot be described in either model because the shape of themodel input heart signal (Fig. 2(a)) is simplified
compared to the physiological heart signal. Moreover, the amplitude of the input flow rate Q0 cannot be estimated
automatically with the 0Dmodel because its value is linked to pressure through the total resistance that we estimated.
Nonetheless, we showed that themodels can assess the change inQ0 with clamping when assuming that the stroke
volume is constant. This change in the amplitude of the input flow ratemight be a consequence of our assumption of a
constant stroke volume. Due to the lack of experimental comparative data, we cannot verify this assumption, which is a
limitation of our study. Despite this limitation, we feel that a constant systolic volume is a safe assumption tomake for
at least three reasons. First, there is no clear prior evidence in the literature that suggests otherwise. Experimental
data on changes in systolic volume during clamping are available from several small-sized clinical observational studies
in adult patients undergoing cardiovascular surgeries. However, some data suggest that systolic volume decreases
([12], [9], [7]), while others suggest that it stays the same ([13], [11], [3]). These inconsistent findings are possibly due
to differences in loading conditions, surgery techniques, and patient comorbidities [3]. A second reason to support
our assumption of a constant systolic volume is that, since we are interested in studying only the immediate impact of
clamping, changes in systolic volume during this short time frame, if any, could be considered as non-significant. Finally,
if there were any significant changes due to clamping during this short time frame, they would involve a decrease, not
an increase, in systolic volume. However, since our patients all had a preserved left ventricular ejection fraction (i.e. a
healthy heart), the systolic function of the left ventricle, and therefore the stroke volume, is not expected to decrease
during clamping. For these three reasons, we believe that, in spite of the lack of experimental data, a constant systolic
volume is a safe assumption tomake.

Overall, this study offers evidence supporting the use of numerical models to assess physiological quantities that
cannot be easily measured by physicians (vascular compliance) or that can only bemeasured invasively by a central vein
catheter (vascular resistance) under a steady-state. This information on immediate changes in the vascular parameters
could be useful for intraoperative patient monitoring and for assessing vascular prosthesis safety, thereby adding
valuable information for decision-making in critical care scenarios. Considering that the postoperativemortality rate for
elective AA repair surgery is one of the highest, we believe it is crucial to understand the effects of clamping tominimize
the risks of complication.
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5 | CONCLUSION

The objective of this workwas to investigate the immediate impact of clamping during vascular surgery, as it has not
previously been exploredwithmacroscopic blood flowmodels. We compared experimental invasivemeasurements
of pressure in the right radial artery for a patient undergoing abdominal aneurysm repair surgery with two numerical
approaches (0D and 1D). Both approaches gave a different level of knowledge on the changes that occur immediately
after clamping. We developed an inversemethod based on experimental data to identify patient-specific parameters
using a three-element Windkessel 0D model for the systemic circulation. We highlighted two main changes in the
vascular properties of the systemic circulation after clamping: on one hand, total resistance increased by 10%, and on
the other hand, the total compliance decreased by 20%. In this work, we reported the values of themodel parameters
obtained for a patient undergoingAA repair surgery. We showed that these valuesminimised thedifferencebetween the
experimental pressure wave and simulated pressure wave. This model allowed to determine resistance and compliance,
which are useful parameters for interpreting a patient’s hemodynamic condition in a critical care scenario, andwhich
cannot bemeasured non-invasively. Then we used a 1Dmodel and developed a second parameter estimation technique
to identify the values of the resistance boundary conditions. We observed that the numerical clamping can predict and
reproduce themorphology of the experimental curve without changes in peripheral resistances. On the contrary, heart
function adjusted slightly under the action of clamping. We assumed that the systolic volumewould not change before
and after the clamping event because the data acquisition was carried out in a very short time range. This assumption
led to a 10% decrease in the amplitude of the input flow rate during clamping due to an increase in the heart period.
Any automatic parameter identificationmethod for problemswith a large number of parameters would represent an
improvement to the present work.
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

We used two reduced order models (0D and 1Dmodels) to investi-
gate the immediate impact of aortic clamping during surgery, on the
vascular properties (resistance and compliance). We recorded con-
tinuous invasive pressure signals to assess the validity of themodels
during aneurysm repair surgery immediately before and after clamp-
ing. Both the 0D and 1D models brought relevant information at
the systemic and arterial scale respectively, allowing identification of
powerful indicators for diagnosis and decision-making in critical care
scenarios.
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